PED Meeting: March 23, 2021

Members Present: Virginia Hosono, Jared Neal, Patti Williams, Martin Brown, Jonathan Graves, Tony Robinson, Kathy Brashear
Invited Senator(s) Present: Andrew Grubb

HRAC: Patti Williams will give update

Discussion:

- How are openings on policy related committees communicated, and should PED be the first stop for such appointments.
  - Standing committees versus ad-hoc committees.
  - Possibly bring in the members who are appointed to committees as temporary members of PED
- Consensual Policy
  - Exec Committee didn’t have many objections, although PED did have some.
- Snow Day Policy
  - When it’s a snow day, those who telecommute should still get a snow day.
- Partnership vs Checks and Balances
  - What should be PED’s role when interacting with offices that create policies.
- Healthcare Changes
  - There was some concern about the way that the new healthcare offerings were rolled out, and whether there should have been more community discussions ahead of it.